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Chapter 2746
“If counseling can solve any troubles safely and without incident, then what else is there
to do in this world? What else do you need to do with force? Can you just rely on
counseling to be the best in the world?!” The thin monkey looked. When I saw Gongzi
Liu’s appearance, I understood what he meant, and couldn’t help but ridicule.

Liu Gongzi did not speak, but a dark smile appeared at the corner of his mouth.

How can it be? !

“Help you with a few things. If you can’t do it well, wait for a while, and your right hand
won’t be able to keep it.” Liu Gongzi glanced at the shop Xiaoer, and said in a dark hole.

Dian Xiaoer nodded hurriedly, the massive blood loss in the palm of his hand made him
pale. After another half an hour, with his physique, he would almost have to meet the
King of Yama.

Liu Gongzi smiled softly and whispered in the ear of Xiaoer.

After hearing what he said, Xiao Er’s face suddenly appeared embarrassed, and he
looked at Gongzi Liu with some inconceivability: “This…?”

“En?” He tugged the chopsticks abruptly. After a while, Xiao Er grinned with grinning
teeth again. Nodded hurriedly.

“Get off.” As soon as the chopsticks in his hand were loosened, Xiaoer Dian’s whole
body was not restrained by gravity, and he fell to the ground. But at this time, he had no
mind to care about how dirty his body was and how painful his hands were, grabbed a
towel from the counter to cover the wound, and ran out quickly.

Liu Gongzi smiled at each other, then they raised their glasses and invited them to drink
freely.

When the group was full of food and drink, Xiao Er also came back on the other side.

However, compared with just now, Xiao Er is still so embarrassed and bloody, but the
only difference is that Xiao Er is holding two dogs and a pig behind him.

The two dogs were okay, but the pig was huge, fat and swayed. Its thick limbs were
covered with various feces, and together with the whole dirty pig body, it exuded a
soaring stench.

As soon as they entered the hotel, everyone was covered their noses with a foul smell,
and some even vomited.



If it were changed to normal, a group of people would have cursed for a long time, but
everyone knew that this was what Liu Gongzi ordered, and they just sat in their seats,
not knowing what Liu Gongzi wanted to do.

“Hey, it seems that Young Master Liu is not good-hearted anymore.” “I don’t know who
is so unlucky who actually got into such a plague.”

“You should be careful when you speak, and don’t touch yourself with the mold.”

Several people whispered, although they were He criticized Liu Gongzi as a person, but
he was actually very curious about what the unlucky person got to such a guy.

“Okay, it’s time to eat and drink. It’s time to have some fun.” Liu Gongzi smiled lightly,
patted the table, and stood up immediately.

Together with him, several people beside him also stood up, and a group of people had
strong smiles in their eyes. Obviously, they had regarded George Han as a plaything
after dinner.

The shop Xiaoer hurriedly drove the pig and the dog to lead the way, Liu Gongzi and
others followed them, chic and comfortable. The other people in the restaurant hall saw
this situation and knew that there was a lively scene, and followed them one by one,
Hao The mighty one just formed a large force.

Obviously, George Han and Pangolin at this time didn’t even know that a large wave of
malice was quietly approaching them.

In other words, the pangolin who fell asleep with resentment didn’t know. When this
wave of people first stepped into the backyard, the sleeping George Han had already
noticed a stranger entering.

With a helpless sigh, he shook his head.

“Crunch!”

Almost at this moment, bursts of foul-smelling stench came from outside, and after a
while, with the lazy sound of the wooden door, the door opened slightly.

“Huh!”

“Get it!” A

few dog cries, with a few pigs’ low voice, began to sound softly in the house, and then,
the smell of that smell became more intense.

George Han opened his eyes slightly, and the pig and dog were slowly walking inward.



But what was even more uncomfortable was that the pig snorted and vented for
thousands of miles. Obviously, someone fed it a laxative.

This huge puff brought a bad smell, and at the same time, the pangolin was sleeping
soundly and suddenly jumped up. With a roar, his body moved, but one foot happened
to step on the excretion of the fat pig.

Suddenly, the whole house smelled even more foul.

And almost at the same time, there was a hail outside the house…

Chapter 2747
When pangolins hear laughter and smell, they look down again, then look around the
pigs and dogs around them, startled, and turned angry!

At this time, George Han also squeezed in his fists slightly, he had endured it again and
again, but the other party did not intend to let them go.

“Fuck you guys.” The pangolin roared angrily, turned and opened the wooden door of
the wood house, with angry anger in his eyes, scanning everyone present.

“Tsk tusk, it seems that this door is not very easy to use, I thought the mad dog thrown in
it rushed out.” Seeing the pangolin, Liu Gongzi laughed disdainfully.

“Hehe, it’s either a pig or a dog. It’s no surprise that it’s a mad dog when he rushes out.
Look, he’s grinning, is he going to bite people?” The thin monkey sneered.

“That’s not necessarily true. Who said that there must be a pig dog in the pig kennel?
Maybe, something inferior to a pig dog.” Another person sneered with disdain.

“You fucking deceive people too much!” The pangolin roared and raised its fist in the
next second, and wanted to take revenge.

Liu Gongzi just glanced coldly, and for a while, the giant suddenly blocked the pangolin’s
shoulders. With just one huge hand, he directly held the pangolin’s shoulder and moved
tightly.

“Bang!” The pangolin’s hard body was thrown away for several meters in a short time,
and it slammed heavily on the big tree in the backyard. For a while, the big tree with a
thick waist was broken directly.

“What a terrifying power!”

“Damn, if you hit someone with a punch, you can’t beat them into meatloaf?” A

group of people were shocked and pale, as if they had seen evil spirits.



Simply because the pangolin has a solid body, even if it hits a big tree, it quickly stands
up.

“The dog’s life is quite long.” The giant drank coldly, and in the next second, he took a
step on his leg, directly shook the ground with a loud noise, and struck directly.

The pangolin’s complexion condensed, its body shrank suddenly, and it plunged directly
into the ground.he dived straight out of the giant’s back, and then concentrated on the
giant’s back.

“Bang!”

A muffled sound!

Everyone was stunned, but the pangolin was even more stunned!

He obviously underestimated the opponent’s defense, and this punch went down
without the slightest effect!

“Roar!”

The giant just froze for a moment. The next second, he roared violently. He turned
around and grabbed the pangolin directly with two big hands, then raised it violently.
Then, amidst everyone’s exclamation, he screamed. The ground hit!

boom! ! !

Dust rolls up!

The body of the pangolin is like falling from a height of tens of thousands of meters,
smashing a huge deep hole on the hard ground.

“Puff!”

Even with the protection of the carapace, even as a soil spirit, under such a huge impact,
the hard as iron pangolin opened its mouth fiercely, and it was difficult to resist the
strong internal injury. A mouthful of blood was sprayed directly on it. Above the ground.

Seeing this situation, even though everyone was shocked, Gongzi Liu just smiled
confidently, because this was already commonplace for him!

The skinny monkey also sneered, and it was just a routine operation.

“Squeezing you to death is as easy as squeezing an ant to death.” The giant smiled, his
hands slammed into each other, and the bones suddenly rattled with a crisp sound. At
the same time, the whole person was like a giant mountain, slowly Moved towards the
pangolin.



The danger was approaching, and the pangolin struggled to get up from the ground, but
what happened was that the fall almost broke his internal ribs, let alone trying to escape,
even if he moved, his liver and intestines were broken.

The giant finally stopped in front of the pangolin, and then slowly raised his foot, looking
at him like a dead person, and put one foot directly down…

Many people suddenly closed their eyes and did not dare to see it being trampled into
flesh. The bloody scene.

But at this moment, a black shadow suddenly jumped out of the wood house…

Chapter 2748
“Puff!”

“Punch!” There was

a very small puff , followed by a loud noise like shaking the mountain, causing the whole
ground to tremble slightly.

Many people closed their eyes tighter, because it was obvious that with such a loud
noise, that guy probably had been trampled on his stomach, and there was only a pool
of blood left.

At this time, everything around it was still as if it was still, and even time stopped the
Buddha.

Ignore the sound of breathing and speech, only deathly silence, which makes those who
closed their eyes feel more fortunate that they did not open their eyes on the spot. After
all, this must be bloody violence to the extreme, and this will happen. Kind of situation.

But those who open their eyes will never regret that they opened their eyes.

Although it was completely different from what they had imagined, they saw a side that
made them unbelievable for life.

The giant’s body like a mountain suddenly fell down!

That’s right, that loud noise was definitely not caused by that foot volleyed on the ground,
but the giant’s body crashed to the ground! !

No one could see exactly what was going on, except that there was a popping sound,
and a blood hole suddenly exploded on the giant’s knee. Blood syrup was generally
ejected from the blood hole. In the next second, the giant’s entire huge body was He fell
heavily to the ground.



“Ah!”

At this time, the giant’s cry of pain broke the tranquility of the scene!

Everyone opened their eyes when they heard the sound, one by one was shocked,
looking at the scene before them in disbelief.

“This…”

“What’s the matter?”

“Isn’t the giant trying to trample that guy to death? Why, how did it become like this?”

“Yes, this guy is like a mountain, who can bring him down?”

“Just now What happened?” A

group of people were completely dumbfounded, and looked at the friends who opened
their eyes next to them, hoping to get explanations and answers from them. But the
problem is that even the people who opened their eyes looked confused at this moment
and didn’t understand what happened just now!

Liu Gongzi frowned and was watched by so many people. How could he live on his
face? !

He suddenly turned around, looked at everyone, and shouted in a cold voice: “Who,
there is a kind, stand up for me, fuck, what kind of hero is a man who hurts people with
an arrow?” everyone looked at each other and looked at each other, trying to find the
“murderer.”

But it was obvious that no one stood up.

However, just when everyone was speechless, the sound of footsteps suddenly
sounded at this time, which seemed unusually abrupt and particularly conspicuous.

When everyone’s eyes followed the footsteps of the prestige, at this time, a young figure
slowly walked out of the door in the firewood room, and walked all the way to this side.

“That guy…”

“Isn’t it the one in the sleeping pig’s nest?”

“I heard that I also ate the giant’s saliva. What will he do?”

“Will it…?”

“Damn, You don’t mean to say that he put the hidden weapon just now?



Damn , don’t say anything, how is this possible?” “Look at that giant’s body, like a
fucking mountain, you want to hurt him, this not nonsense it? ” “

say is, if he has that ability, as early as fuck rose in revolt, but also to bully people into a
dog? ” “

need any help, just help his companion when he would have already. At least there is a
chance of winning a two-to-one match. How can you let your companions play for so
long before they can take the shot?” A

group of people pointed at George Han, whispering, and talking.

For them, George Han would never be hooked up with resistance, but it was rubbish
that was humiliated at will and didn’t dare to fight back.

George Han approached slowly, the clouds on his face were light and clear, and any
voice of the anti-Buddha people would not have any effect on him, as if he hadn’t heard
it.

He paused, his eyes slowly placed on the bandaged Gongzi Yuan among the crowd, the
guy suddenly did not dare to make contact with George Han’s eyes, and dodge
frantically in a hurry.

Shaking his head helplessly, George Han got up slightly and walked in the direction of
the pangolin.

“Wait a minute.” Suddenly, at this moment, Young Master Liu suddenly stopped George
Han.

George Han was taken aback for a moment, but in the next second, he chose to ignore
it, walked a few steps next to the pangolin, and tried to pull him up.

“Are you fucking deaf? Young Master Liu is talking to you.” The thin monkey roared
angrily.
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